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Introduction
Overview
This Owner’s Manual contains all essential information for the user to make full use of Sun-North’s Max-Vent
Insulated Chimney system.

Important Information
The Max-Vent Insulated Chimney system is designed to provide ventilation and can be used in conjunction with
Sun-North’s Dura-Lite Ridge Vent and/or other ventilation products.
Keep all areas below the Max-Vent Insulated Chimney system free of obstructions that could impede air
movement.

Maintenance
Check all components of the complete Max-Vent Insulated Chimney system monthly to ensure there is no
damage, repair or replace and damaged items. If the Chimneys have baffles installed in them, operate the control
system for these to ensure they are functioning correctly.
All baffles should be at the same position. Check that all cables are free to move, on pulleys and no fraying, any
issues should be corrected.
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Chimneys should be cleaned periodically, any buildup of dirt, dust, bird’s nests, ice or other foreign material
should be removed by washing them with a low pressure system. If scrubbing is required to remove extra material
use only a soft bristled brush and typical mild household cleaners. (No harsh chemicals or acids should be used
as these could damage the plastics.
***Do not wash during cold weather as there may be a risk of freezing***

Parts & Components List

Warranty
Labour
When a Sun-North installer delivers and installs Sun-North products, then the labour on that portion of the product
he installed is warranted for 60 days from the date of installation. If there is a problem within 60 days, a SunNorth installer will return and repair the problem free of charge. If the customer installs the product, this labour
warranty is not valid.

Product
This warranty covers defects in manufacturing for a period of three (3) years. Products that are not installed or
maintained properly and/or are damage by carelessness are not covered by this warranty.
Defective Products or material will be promptly repaired or replaced at Sun-North’s plant, free of charge within the
first 12 months from date of purchase (replacement is at Sun-North’s discretion). This does not cover labour to
remove or replace parts of freight, to and from the plant. Within the remaining 2 years of the warranty, Sun-North
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will repair the defective material at Sun-North’s lowest shop rate of $25/man hour, plus the base cost of
replacement parts.
***Sun-North will be responsible only for repairs or replacements of defective material, and will NOT be
liable for any incidental or consequential damages arising out of the occurrence of such defects.
***Sun-North shall not be liable or responsible for personal injury or damage to properly caused directly
or indirectly by the supplied material or product.
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